
Lingeri�
Lingerie is the sexy, adorable, silky outfits women wear for the lovers they are most interested in
seducing. Prepare to become completely addicted to the seductive clothing that is sure to
become your new favorite lifestyle.

Through repeated listening you will find that you become completely jealous whenever you see
a sexy woman in beautiful lingerie. Learn that you have a deep-seated need to find a pretty
matching lingerie set to accent your body in all the ways that make you look the most enticing
and fuckable. Remember that silky lingerie always gives you the girly confidence you need
when nothing else possibly could. Know that you have always loved to model in your cute
underwear. Fantasize about posing in front of the mirror as you imagine yourself undressing for
the dominant strangers you love to show yourself off to.

Revel in your love for all things feminine and lacy. Know that following your new compulsion is
the best decision you could have possibly made for yourself to lead you towards your best self.
Lean back and relax as you learn about your addiction to frilly lingerie.

✧ Knowing that I need to find a matching set of lingerie whenever I see a cute lingerie set
on a pretty woman.

✧ Totally addicted to modeling my pretty lingerie in front of a mirror.
✧ Remembering how natural and cute lacy material looks on my girly body.
✧ Thinking about how cute lingerie gives me girly confidence when nothing else can.
✧ A sexy stripper. Confidently dancing on a pole in front of strangers in nothing but her

lingerie.
✧ Taking photos in my lingerie for all my online followers to see.
✧ Knowing I love to be fucked in my adorable, pink, lingerie.
✧ Needing to be fucked in my sexy lingerie.
✧ Loving to try on new, sexually provocative, outfits for my lovers to buy me whenever I go

out.
✧ A pretty woman. Seducing her lovers into fucking her with her beautiful makeup and

sexy lingerie.
✧ Knowing that I will be cuter and more attractive whenever I am wearing my beautiful bra

and panty set.
✧ Knowing that men’s underwear is itchy and uncomfortable against my delicate skin.
✧ Remembering how sad and ugly I feel whenever I am wearing men’s underwear.
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✧ Knowing that men’s boxers and briefs are completely uncomfortable and fit my body
incorrectly.

✧ Thinking about how I need to try on all the pretty lingerie that I see the second that I see
it.

✧ Fantasizing about all of the cute lingerie I could possibly wear.
✧ Loving the way that a lacy set of women’s lingerie fits my body perfectly.
✧ Always looking at cute sets of women’s underwear whenever I am bored.
✧ Knowing that I will be happier and more comfortable if I am wearing an adorable bra and

panty set.
✧ Preferring lingerie with lots of lace and satin and frills.
✧ Posing in the mirror in my sexy underwear.
✧ Bending over in front of my dominant lovers in my sexy underwear.
✧ Needing others to give me compliments on my frilly lingerie.
✧ Loving the feeling of my big, strong, lovers pulling the girly lingerie off my sexy body.
✧ Knowing that the soft, silky, lingerie I love to wear makes me feel good and shows off my

body to all of the sexy strangers I need to fuck me.
✧ Only confident in myself whenever my underwear is frilly and feminine.
✧ Prancing around in my cute lingerie whenever I need to feel beautiful and sexy.
✧ Needing to feel beautiful and sexy whenever I have the chance.
✧ Knowing that my life is all about dressing myself in the feminine clothing that makes me

feel desirable and confident.
✧ A sexy, dominant, stranger. Using me like the submissive little slut I am in my sexy, silky,

lingerie.
✧ Becoming confident and secure whenever my bra and panties are matching.
✧ Never being confident in myself unless I am wearing a filled, lacy, bra that makes my

chest look feminine and desirable.
✧ Making sure that I always wear sexy panties that match my feminine moods.
✧ Turned on whenever I think about wearing sexy lingerie to bed.
✧ Showing all of my partners my love for wearing cute, frilly, lingerie.
✧ Knowing that showing my seductive lingerie to strangers will make them want to fuck me

even more.
✧ Knowing that wearing panties is normal and natural for me.
✧ Enjoying the stares I get whenever strangers see my pretty panties in public.
✧ Shopping for new, lacy, panties every day.
✧ Forgetting ever wearing any other kind of underwear besides my cute, feminine, panties.
✧ Failing to remember ever not wearing a cute bra as I go about my day.
✧ Knowing that I am unconfident and ugly if I am not wearing my sexy lingerie.
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✧ Loving the attention I get whenever I expose myself to strangers in my sexy lingerie.
✧ Trying on all types of bras and panties so that I can find the underwear that suits me the

best.
✧ Wearing a lacey pair of panties and bra every day.
✧ Remembering that I need to wear my lacy panties whenever I want to be fucked.
✧ Making sure that my body is lean and toned to fit into the feminine underwear that I love

to wear the most.
✧ Keeping myself lean and feminine to make sure I can always fit into my favorite lingerie.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am eating healthy to keep myself thin and feminine.
✧ Only happy when I am wearing my lingerie.
✧ Only relaxed and comfortable when I am wearing my lingerie.
✧ Knowing that my lingerie helps fill me with the confidence I need to go about my day.
✧ Remembering how feminine and sexy I feel whenever I masturbate in front of strangers

in my lacy lingerie.
✧ Finding harmony within myself whenever I buy a new set of lingerie.
✧ Fantasizing about having big enough boobs to fill out the lacy bras I love to wear.
✧ Memories from my childhood. Watching sexy women walking in their underwear and

wishing that you had the same frilly lingerie that they did.
✧ Loving myself whenever I wear the sexy lingerie that makes me feel the most beautiful.
✧ Never being able to sleep comfortably unless I am wearing my prettiest lingerie.
✧ Never being confident in myself unless I am wearing the feminine lingerie that makes me

look sexy and fuckable.
✧ Thinking about how horny and turned on I am whenever I buy a new pair of panties.
✧ Always fantasizing about the new lingerie I am going to buy.
✧ Becoming completely horny and turned on whenever I try on bras and panties.
✧ Posing in my adorable lingerie in front of the mirror.
✧ Taking pictures of myself in my cute lingerie to show to all of my friends.
✧ Loving how my lacy bra feels against my smooth, feminine, skin.
✧ Remembering that my cute lingerie will look much better on me once I have shaved my

body completely smooth.
✧ Tucking my adorable clitty between my legs to look as sexy as possible in my pretty

panties.
✧ Knowing that I need lots of pretty panties to match my different feminine moods.
✧ Making sure that my bra always peeks out of whatever outfit I happen to be wearing.
✧ Always expressing myself in a completely feminine way.
✧ Feeling turned on whenever I feel the caress of my delicate lingerie against my smooth,

feminine, skin.
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✧ Feeling safe and secure in my adorable, feminine, lingerie.
✧ Bending over in my cute dresses for strangers to get a look at my sexy panties.
✧ Knowing that I need to wear cute, lacy, panties every day in order to be truly happy.
✧ Knowing that I am comfortable whenever I wear form-fitting, feminine, underwear.
✧ Becoming obsessed with girly underwear and constantly needing new outfits to buy for

myself.
✧ Needing others to see me in my cute, feminine, lingerie.
✧ Becoming turned on whenever I think about wearing lacy lingerie.
✧ Completely aroused and horny whenever I think about rubbing satin and silk against my

smooth body.
✧ Loving how my cute lingerie makes me completely horny and aroused.
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